Time flies. This term has come to its end in a wink. Our children have enjoyed a busy yet rewarding life throughout this year. In them, we have seen growth, though in various degrees, both in what they have learnt and in their life experience. This urges teachers to put together students' work in this newsletter; to boost their confidence on the one hand and to share their joy with parents and schoolmates on the other.
Hi everyone!

I hope you have all enjoyed reading the 1st issue of LMC Newsletter (Junior). Sometimes words aren’t as boring as they seem! We all hope you will enjoy and learn English from our newsletters. Our reporters, reviewers, writers, designers and comic writers all worked very hard on their first newsletter. A lot of our staff is new, but they all did a great job. I hope you will continue to appreciate their writing about celebrities, news, movies, books, games… This edition will surely make you laugh and open your eyes to a lot of new things in life.

Once again, I hope you love reading our newsletter and remember that you read even more LMC Star in the online version on the school’s website.
What important event happens at school in November? All right! It’s the Charity Walk. Students, teachers and Principal Sit, will walk from our school to Baptist Lui Ming Choi Secondary School. The distance is about 565 metres (56500 cm). The money from the Charity Walk will be used on repairing the school, rebuilding old things and creating more useful things. The money can be used to help the poor, or to rebuild things in schools and other organizations. That’s why people in Hong Kong support Charity Walk so much!
What happened on 26th October? The Swimming Gala of LMC! Not only was it a day when there were no classes, but also a day for students to show their swimming skills! As soon as I entered the Ma On Shan Swimming Pool, I joined in the wave of talk. After singing the school song, I grabbed my binoculars and watched my participating classmates fling themselves into the exciting races. They swam quickly and got many prizes.

After lunch, the second part of the race began. It was a wonderful feeling as my classmates’ hard work was paid off by tons of shiny medals. It was a fantastic day, with lots of laughs and cheers!
It’s always nice to go on a trip after tiring tests. Most of my classmates got good results for their tests. That surely made our school picnic extra meaningful!

The primary fives had the school picnic at Wu Kai Sha Youth Village. Although the sky was cloudy, it did not rain. Our spirits were high too! We first took a class photo. Everyone was smiling like crazy. Then our group started our first game—“Throwing the handkerchief”. But instead of a handkerchief, we used a pack of tissues. Everybody was breathless after the game. The other games are—Oh there were so many that I can’t remember!

The place I liked best was the Recreation Room. I played Air Hockey with another classmate. We hit a plastic disc fiercely; back and forth, back and forth it went. I lost in the end but I was too cheerful to be disappointed. Then I spent the rest of the afternoon playing Table Football with my friends. The time passed quickly.

At the end of the day, the whole class dragged themselves back onto the bus. It was an exhausting day but everyone played happily!
By Erica Wong  5D

On 28\textsuperscript{th} September, 2012, our school organized a Mid-Autumn Festival Party. It was great! All of us played happily on the day. We played with lanterns of all shapes and sizes: colourful ones, modern ones with music or traditional ones with small light bulbs. Like last year, Principal Sit gave us some hard riddles. Then, we ate some traditional Mid-Autumn Festival food in the classrooms.

I love the legends of Mid-Autumn Festival: Chang E, a beautiful lady who had to leave Earth and went up to Earth’s neighbor, the moon. Or the cute rabbit who sorts medicine. Most of these interesting stories came from the extraordinary imagination of the Chinese people as they thought the shadows on the moon resembled characters in the Mid-Autumn Festival legends.

I really like Mid-Autumn Festival because of all the lanterns, food and interesting stories. I’m sure everybody enjoyed that day!
26th April was our school’s Sports Day. Just when most of the school had arrived at Ma On Shan Sports Ground, the teachers announced that because of the bad weather and slippery ground, the day was cancelled.

A lot of students were disappointed, but they perked up when they heard that there would be some indoor games at our school. Most of the students went back to school to play board games and watch videos of Olympic athletes.

The rest of the students went home. This year’s Sports Day was rather disappointing, and I’m sure a lot of students are hoping for a better one next year!
By Jesse Lee 6D

Merry Christmas

Do you know what will happen on December 25? It is Christmas of course! But, do you know what is the commemoration of Christmas?

Some people think that Christmas is to commemorate Santa Claus. Santa Claus’ name comes from the Dutch for Saint Nicholas. Santa Claus will go into children’s houses down the chimney, where he eats biscuits and drinks milk that are prepared by the children and puts presents into stockings. But this is only a myth.

To Christians, Christmas is to commemorate the birth of Jesus on 25th December. Jesus was born to Mary, assisted by her husband Joseph, in the city of Bethlehem that night.

Besides, there are lots of different entertainments during the Christmas holiday, such as carols, Christmas family meals and exchanging Christmas gifts.

My favourite part is the Christmas family meal, because there will be turkey, goose, meat, gravy, potatoes, vegetables, bread, cider, Christmas pudding, mince pies and fruit cake, I love these foods very much!

MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Christmas Party

By Erica Wong 5D

The 20th of December was the day of our school Christmas Party. Everyone played happily.

First, the upper primary went to the school hall to listen to stories and songs about Jesus Christ. There was also a magic show! I was in the chimes performance. I played two songs with the other students. Then I headed to my classroom to join the Christmas party. There was a lot of food like turkey, biscuits, chicken wings, sandwiches...For once, everyone chatted as they ate, unlike usual lunches at school. After everyone ate their fill, we all said 'Merry Christmas!' to each other and left with high spirits.

I also had a performance that evening. So, I went home after the party and then later set out again for school.

After the performance, I made some crafts in a classroom. Then I joined my parents to see the magic show. It was amazing! The magician Mr. Yip could make a table float and cleanse dirty water with his hand. I had wonderful time that day and I'm sure everybody thinks the same.
Hello everyone! I think that it’s the time to write about our school’s facilities. Today I want to talk about the playroom.

The playroom is located at level 4 and it is near to the 4C classroom. Inside there are lots of games and toys. That place is a very good place to rest and play with your friends.

Of course, it has an opening and closing time. It only opens during 2nd recess and only some classes of students can go in (for example, when it’s Monday, P1’s can go in with or without their partner.) This makes the time very valuable because you can only go there at a limited time per week.

You have to make sure that you’re the fastest to go there because it is always full of students. A lot of students rush there because they don’t want to be the slowest and then they can’t get in.

The playroom is not only a place that give us fun, it also provide us with a more meaningful school life by helping us to meet friends from different classes. If you have not been there, I strongly recommend you try it out for yourself.
This year's new 'Ice Age 4', written by Jason Fuchs and Michael Berg, is an exciting comedy which I strongly recommend to kids who enjoy comedies or animations.

The movie is about a group of dumb prehistoric animals who get separated by a continental drift, which is caused by Scrat, the nutty prehistoric squirrel in pursuit of a stupid acorn. Anyway, Manny the stupid Mammoth, Diego the foolish saber-toothed tiger and Sid the dummy sloth get separated from Manny's wife Ellie and his daughter, Peaches.

Manny and the others are captured by pirates when they try to sail back home on a piece of floating ice. He somehow manages to destroy the pirates' ship and swim onto an island with the other animals, and also the pirates.

Will Manny and the others survive the pirates? Or will the pirates be eating mammoth meat for dinner? Watch the movie to find out!
Hey! Where’s Wally now?

Can’t find him? Don’t panic. He is in the Where’s Wally? Book series. The series is a famous international book written by Martin Handford that challenges you to find the main character Wally (named Waldo in America and Canada) and other characters like Wenda, Odlaw (the reverse spelling of Waldo), Wizard Whitebeard and Woof.

Wally is a traveler that travels from places to places and even through time. Every time he arrives at a place, he writes a short postcard to the readers. Before he goes traveling, he may pack a bunch of things, like books and other things. But in the end when you think it’s over, you will notice that Wally is an absent-minded traveler. He writes in his postcard ordering us to find the things he’s dropped in the previous pages. Sometimes you have to find things that are already in the pages, like scrolls. There is even a big Wally meeting in the end of the third book of the series, where there are lots and lots of Wallys!

The Where’s Wally Book series is so famous that it became a record target, like the most people cosplaying as Wallys at one time. It has also been made into films and a TV show. You can find them in the library, and you can find them in the bookstore. Have a nice search!
Geronimo Stilton
By Erica Wong 5D

Children are attracted to the Geronimo Stilton books. Most of the books are about the adventures of Geronimo Stilton, the mouse reporter. He has a cousin named Trap, a sister called Thea and his beloved nephew Benjamin. Many of his adventures are about being dragged on a trip by his family or friends, solving mysteries with his detective friend Hercule Poirat, or going out to get ideas for his new books. Geronimo is funny and engages the readers to unfold mysteries with him. I myself love reading the Stilton series. Even though now I am in primary 5, I still enjoy reading it sometimes.

Geronimo Stilton is the author who writes the Stilton series. He is not a mouse. He’s a human being like us! I think he is a genius, being able to publish so many interesting books. If people start to read Geronimo Stilton books, they’d never be able to stop. They can read on and on and never get bored, for every book is a pure page turner.

I highly recommend lower primary students to start reading this series. Not only can it help improve your English, it can also make readers more creative in their writing. So, go to the library, grab a Geronimo Stilton book and start reading! You’ll love it!
The movie *The Lorax* is based on Dr. Seuss' storybook *The Lorax*. *The Lorax* (movie) is pretty much the same as the storybook, except there have been a few changes.

*The Lorax* movie stars a twelve-year-old boy called Theodore 'Ted' Wiggins (voiced by Zac Efron) from a modern city called Thneedville. The mayor of Thneedville, Aloysius O'Hare (voiced by Rob Riggle) hates trees, so all the citizens use plastic blow-up trees and plants.

One day, when Audrey (voiced by Taylor Swift), a tree-lover Ted has a crush on, shows Ted her paintings of trees, Ted decides to find a real, non-plastic tree to impress her. Ted's energetic grandmother, Grandma Norma, then tells him about the tale of the Once-ler, a strange man who lives in an empty wasteland. Ted's grandma told him that if he gives the Once-ler fifteen cents, a nail and a shell of a great-great-great grandfather snail, the Once-ler will tell him everything about trees. So Ted goes to the Once-ler's place every day so the Once-ler can tell him about trees.

The Once-ler's tale is about how he left his family to make a fortune, how he found the Truffula tree forest and met the...
Lorax when he chopped down a tree. The Lorax 'speaks for the trees, for the trees have no tongues'. The Once-ler also talks about how his greedy relatives convinced him to continue chopping trees and build factories to make money. The Once-ler listened to the relatives, despite the Lorax's warnings. When the last tree fell, his relatives left him, and so did the animals and the Lorax. The Lorax carved the word 'Unless' on a stone. The Once-ler was greatly distraught. When he finished his tale, he gave Ted the last Truffula seed, telling him to plant it in the middle of Thneedville.

Ted attempts to plant the seed, but keeps being interrupted by Mayor O'Hare.

Will Ted manage to plant the seed? And if he does, will Audrey be impressed? And what will happen to the mayor and the Once-ler in the end?

_The Lorax_ is a wisdom-filled and heart-rending story, yet it is also very funny. Dr. Theodore Seuss is truly a genius in writing children books. He can make the stories funny yet full of wisdom. Dr. Seuss's imagination is incredible. I encourage you to read them, for Dr. Seuss's books are truly a child's treasure. His name will continue to shine the brightest in the children book genre, and for a good reason too.
Hannah Montana is an American television series, which debuted on March 24th, 2006, on the Disney Channel.

The series focuses on a girl who lives a double life as an average teenage school girl named Miley Stewart (played by Miley Cyrus) by day and a famous pop singer named Hannah Montana by night, hiding her real identity from the public, other than her close friends and family.

I strongly recommend this show to all readers because this show has a lot of funny scenes and lot of lovely songs!
PSY is a South Korean singer. His real name is Park Jae-sang.

PSY is best known for his humorous videos and stage performances, and for his international hit single "Gangnam Style", whose refrain "Oppan Gangnam Style" was entered into The Yale Book of Quotations as one of the most famous quotes of 2012.

On October 23, 2012, PSY met UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon at the United Nations Headquarters where Ban said he wanted to work with the singer because of his "unlimited global reach".

A few weeks later, Gangnam Style became the most watched YouTube video of all time with almost a billion views, so PSY was named by the media as the "King of YouTube".
Knock. Knock.  
Who's there? 
Annie  
Annie who? 
Annie one at home.  
(anyone)

Knock knock!  
Who's there? 
Wendy.  
Wendy who? 
Wendy wind blows de cradle  
(When the) will rock.
Which MTR station has a basketball player’s name?

**Jordan**

Who?
Michael **Jordan**!

“**One**” and “**Two**”

A man has two hamsters and he named them “**One**” and “**Two**”. One day “**One**” runs away, but the man still has “**Two**”.

---

Fun Centre

Jokes
I'm so tired

I'm so tired

Who needs sleep!

www.imfunny.net

More pics on www.imfunny.net